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The fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) is an RNA-binding protein essential for multiple aspects of neuronal mRNA metabo-
lism. Its absence leads to the fragile X syndrome, the most prevalent genetic form of mental retardation. The anatomical landmark of the
disease, also present in the Fmr1 knock-out (KO) mice, is the hyperabundance of immature-looking lengthened dendritic spines. We used
the well known continuous production of adult-born granule cells (GCs) in the mouse olfactory bulb (OB) to analyze the consequences of
Fmrp loss on the differentiation of GCs. Morphological analysis of GCs in the Fmr1 KO mice showed an increase in spine density without
a change in spine length. We developed an RNA interference strategy to cell-autonomously mutate Fmr1 in a wild-type OB network.
Mutated GCs displayed an increase in spine density and spine length. Detailed analysis of the spines through immunohistochemistry,
electron microscopy, and electrophysiology surprisingly showed that, despite these abnormalities, spines receive normal glutamatergic
synapses, and thus that mutated adult-born neurons are synaptically integrated into the OB circuitry. Time-course analysis of the spine
defects showed that Fmrp cell-autonomously downregulates the level and rate of spine production and limits their overgrowth. Finally,
we report that Fmrp does not regulate dendritogenesis in standard conditions but is necessary for activity-dependent dendritic remod-
eling. Overall, our study of Fmrp in the context of adult neurogenesis has enabled us to carry out a precise dissection of the role of Fmrp
in neuronal differentiation and underscores its pleiotropic involvement in both spinogenesis and dendritogenesis.

Introduction
The fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) is the protein
whose absence, due to the silencing of the gene FMR1, leads to the
fragile X syndrome (FXS) (Verkerk et al., 1991), the most com-
mon genetic form of mental retardation (Chelly and Mandel,
2001). FMRP is an mRNA-binding protein (Ashley et al., 1993;
Siomi et al., 1993) expressed in neurons and localized in dendrites
and spines in particular (Devys et al., 1993; Verheij et al., 1993;
Feng et al., 1997). It has polyvalent neuronal functions, ranging
from mRNA stability and transport to regulation of subsynaptic
mRNA translation (Bassell and Warren, 2008; Melko and Bar-

doni, 2010). It may bind as many as 4% of fetal brain mRNAs
(Ashley et al., 1993), and its most extensively studied targets com-
prise mRNAs involved in synaptic plasticity [e.g., CaMKII�, ARC
(activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein)] or in den-
dritic and spine architecture (e.g., MAP1b, PSD95).

The first reported neuropathologic finding from FXS patients
was the hyperabundance of dendritic spines in cortical neurons
(Rudelli et al., 1985; Hinton et al., 1991; Wisniewski et al., 1991;
Irwin et al., 2001). Because spines are the postsynaptic element of
excitatory synapses, this suggested an enhanced synaptic excita-
tion of FXS neurons, which could contribute to the increased
incidence of epilepsy in FXS patients. However, these supernu-
merary spines were unusually long and thin, a morphology rem-
iniscent of filopodia and associated with synaptic immaturity.
The status of synaptic maturity of the mutated spines thus re-
mained unclear (Pfeiffer and Huber, 2009).

Fmr1 knock-out (KO) mice have been extensively studied as a
model of FXS and exhibit a spine phenotype similar to FXS pa-
tients: mature neocortical neurons display an increased density of
longer spines (Comery et al., 1997; Galvez and Greenough, 2005;
McKinney et al., 2005). This has been interpreted mainly as a
defect in spine maturation and pruning. Indeed, a role for Fmrp
in activity-dependent synapse elimination has been substantiated
recently (Pfeiffer et al., 2010), as well as a role in spine stabiliza-
tion (Chen et al., 2010; Cruz-Martín et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2010).
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However, this does not exclude a role for FMRP in early processes
of spine formation. Accordingly, it has been reported that spine
alterations are present in very young KO mice, although they
disappear in the adolescent mice (Nimchinsky et al., 2001) and
reappear in the adult (Galvez and Greenough, 2005).

Dendritic arborization defects have also been occasionally ob-
served in the KO mice (Galvez et al., 2003; Galvez et al., 2005).
However, much of the evidence for a role of Fmrp in neurite
development stems from work in drosophila where dFmrp-null
flies exhibit an overgrowth of axons and dendrites (Lee et al.,
2003; Pan et al., 2004; Gatto and Broadie, 2008; Tessier and
Broadie, 2008).

Most of the work on mammalian Fmrp has thus been per-
formed in the postnatal or adult brain of Fmr1 KO mice, where it
is impossible to discriminate Fmrp cell-autonomous functions.
Moreover, its role in the process of neuronal differentiation, in
terms of spine production and morphogenesis, remains contro-
versial (Nimchinsky et al., 2001; Galvez et al., 2003; Cruz-Martín
et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2010), and little is known about its role in
dendritic elaboration. In the adult olfactory bulb (OB), newly
generated neurons exhibit stereotyped morphological and elec-
trophysiological hallmarks of differentiation and incorporation
into synaptic circuits (Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla, 2002; Carle-
ton et al., 2003). Thus, to determine the role of Fmrp in neuron
differentiation, we designed a strategy to knock down Fmr1 in the
newly generated neurons of the adult OB. Here, we show that (1)
Fmrp cell-autonomously regulates spine density and morphol-
ogy, (2) the morphological changes seen in spines do not lead to
alteration of synaptic inputs received by mutated adult-born
neurons, (3) Fmrp cell-autonomously downregulates the level
and rate of early spine production and limits their overgrowth,
and (4) Fmrp is necessary for activity-dependent remodeling of
dendritic architecture.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Two-month old male mice of Swiss or C57BL/6J background
(CERJanvier) were used for injections of lentiviruses. The Fmr1 knock-
out mice and conditional KO were provided by Dr. B. Oostra (Mientjes et
al., 2006).

Experiments involving animals were approved by the Regional Ethic
Committee for Animal Handling (Comité Régional d’Ethique pour
l’Expérimentation Animale Île-de-France).

shRNA plasmid contructions. Potential siRNA specific to mouse Fmr1
mRNA(shFMR1)weredesignedonthehttp://i.cs.hku.hk/�sirna/description.
html website (shFMR1 target sequence: TGAGAAAAGTGTCCCA-
CAAGA). Control siRNA sequence (shNeg) was generated using the
standard control siRNA sequence from Qiagen called AllStars Negative
Control, which does not recognize mammalian RNAs. Twenty-one-
nucleotides sequence in both sense and antisense orientations separated
by a nine-nucleotides spacer (5�-TTCAAGAGA-3�) followed by five thy-
midines as an RNA polymerase III transcription termination signal were
synthesized chemically as two complementary DNA oligonucleotides
(Eurofin MWG Operon). BbsI and BamHI restriction sites were incor-
porated at the 5� and 3� ends respectively. These DNA templates were
annealed and inserted between the BbsI/BamHI sites of the U6-shRNA
vector (kindly provided by Dr. R. Vogel, Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique (CNRS) UMR 7091, Paris, France) downstream from the U6
promoter. The complete shRNA expression cassettes (the U6 promoter
plus the siRNA template) were excised from the corresponding recom-
binant U6-shRNA vector by MluI and BamHI digestion. These cassettes
were transferred into the modified plasmid pTRIP-siRNA-PGK-GFP-
WPRE vector (gift from Dr. R. Vogel) by substitution of a MluI/BamHI
fragment. This vector also expresses the green fluorescent protein (GFP)
as a reporter gene under the control of the PGK promoter. Plasmids were
purified by using the EndoFree Plasmid Maxikit (Qiagen), and all con-
structs were verified by sequencing before use.

Lentiviruses. We used the shRNA-expressing lentiviruses described
above, lentiviruses expressing the GFP alone driven by the CMV or PGK
promoters, or the Cre recombinase and the GFP (Addgene, plasmid
20781, GFP expression driven by UbC (human ubiquitin C) promoter;
Cre expression driven by PGK promoter). They were produced by the
École des neurosciences de Paris-Île-de-France (Paris, France) viral pro-
duction facility.

Lentiviral vector production. The cell line used for lentiviral vector pro-
duction was 293T, derived from embryonic human kidney, cultured at
37°C in a humidified chamber containing 5% CO2, and maintained in
DMEM. Lentivirus vector particles were produced by calcium phosphate
transient cotransfection of 293T cells by the vector plasmid, an encapsi-
dation plasmid (p8.7), and a pVSV (vesicular stomatitis virus expression
plasmid) as described previously (Zennou et al., 2001). The supernatants
were treated with DNase I (Roche Diagnostic) and subjected to ultracen-
trifugation. The resulting pellet was resuspended in PBS, aliquoted, and
frozen at �80°C until use. The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
p24 Gag antigen was quantified for each stock with an ELISA kit (Beck-
man Coulter). In addition, GFP-expressing vectors were titered by in-
fecting cells with serial dilutions of each lentiviral stock. The percentage
of transduced cells, identified by GFP fluorescence, was estimated by flow
cytometry 72 h after transfection and used to determine the number of
transducing units (TU) per unit volume. The titers of the viral prepara-
tions used in the experiments described were 1.14 � 10 10 TU/ml for
shNeg and 3.6 � 10 10 TU/ml for shFMR1.

Experimental treatments
The subventricular zone (SVZ) of the experimental mice was stereotaxi-
cally injected with lentiviruses (500nl/injection site) using a Kopf stereo-
taxic apparatus (Harvard Apparatus). The coordinates were as follows:
anteroposterior (AP) �0.5 mm from bregma, mediolateral (ML) �1.1
mm from bregma, dorsoventral (DV) �1.7 mm from pial surface and AP
�1 mm from bregma, ML �1 mm from bregma, and DV �2.3 mm from
pial surface. Mice were then killed at 14, 21, and 28 d after injection (dpi).
In odor-enriched mice, a group of animals was daily exposed, from the
first day of the surgery until the day of killing, to different natural fra-
grances that were placed in a tea ball hanging from the top of the breeding
cages, as described by Rochefort et al. (2002). For olfactory deprivation,
unilateral naris occlusion was achieved by inserting nose plugs in the
right naris as described by Mandairon et al. (2006). Odor-enriched and
odor-deprived mice were killed at 21 dpi.

Immunofluorescence. Anesthetized mice were fixed by intracardiac
perfusion of 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Tissues were dissected and
postfixed during 24 h with the same fixative. Coronal olfactory bulb
sections were prepared (50 �m thick) on a vibratome (Leica). Sections
were saturated in blocking solution (PBS 0.3% Triton X-100, 10% nor-
mal goat serum) and incubated for 48 –72 h at 4°C with the following
primary antibodies: a rabbit anti-Fmrp (1:1000, rAM1, provided by C.
Bagni, University of Rome, Rome, Italy), or a mouse anti-Fmrp (1:200,
7G1–1, gift from J. Darnell, Rockefeller University, New York, NY), or a
mouse anti-PSD95 (1:1000, ThermoFischer). The mouse anti-Fmrp was
used in initial experiments (see Fig. 1C) to double-check the specificity of
the rabbit anti-Fmrp staining. When using the mouse anti-Fmrp, an
antigen-retrieval step was performed before the saturation step, which
consisted of incubation in 0.01 M sodium citrate, pH 6.0, at 95°C for 15
min. The secondary antibodies used were Cy3-conjugated donkey anti-
rabbit or anti-mouse (1:2000, Jackson ImmunoResearch) and Cy2-
conjugated donkey anti-goat (1:1000, Jackson ImmunoResearch).
Sections were then mounted in fluoromount G (SouthernBiotech).

Electron microscopy. Anesthetized mice were fixed by intracardiac per-
fusion of 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.25% of glutaraldehyde. After cryo-
protection in 25% saccharose, coronal sections of the OB were freeze/
thawed three times in dry-ice cooled isopentane. They were then
incubated with a rabbit anti-GFP antibody (1:1000, Millipore) and pro-
cessed for electron microscopy immunogold labeling as described by
Trembleau et al. (1994). Following routine processing as previously de-
scribed (Treloar et al., 2002), thin sections were examined on a JEOL
1200 Electron Microscope. Images were captured at 10,000 –20,000�
and digitized at 1200 dpi for analysis.
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Electrophysiology. C57BL/6J males were injected with 200 nl of shNeg
or ShFMR1 lentiviruses in the rostral migratory stream (RMS) at the
following coordinates in each hemisphere: AP �3.3 mm from bregma,
ML �0.82 mm from bregma, and DV �2.9 mm from pial surface. They
were killed 14 d later, which is the approximate equivalent of 21 dpi for
injections into the SVZ.

For patch-clamp recordings, mice were deeply anesthetized with
isoflurane (Mundipharma) and swiftly decapitated. The OB and frontal
cortices were rapidly dissected and placed in ice-cold artificial CSF
(ACSF; containing in mM: 124 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.3 MgSO4, 26 NaHCO3, 1.25
NaHPO4, 20 glucose, 2 CaCl; �310 mOsm, pH 7.3 when bubbled with a
mixture of 95% O2 and 5% CO2; all chemicals from Sigma), before being
glued to a block of 4% agarose and placed, submerged in ice-cold ACSF,
in the cutting chamber of a vibratome (Leica). Horizontal slices (300 �m
thick) of the OB were placed in bubbled ACSF in a warming bath at 35°C
for 30 min and then at room temperature (i.e., 22 � 1°C). For whole-cell
recordings, individual slices were placed in a chamber mounted on a
Zeiss Axioskop upright microscope, and continuously perfused (1.5 ml/
min) with room-temperature bubbled ACSF. Slices were visualized using
a 40� water-immersion objective, a halogen light source, differential
interference contrast filters (Zeiss), and a charge-coupled device camera
(Hamamatsu C7500).

We obtained whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from visually tar-
geted granule cells (GCs). Patch pipettes, pulled from borosilicate glass
[outer diameter (OD) 1.5 mm, inner diameter (ID) 1.17 mm, Harvard
Apparatus; P-87 Flaming/Brown micropipette puller, Sutter Instru-
ment), had resistances of 6 –10 M� and were filled with a cesium
gluconate-based solution (in mM: 126 Cs-gluconate, 6 CsCl, 2 NaCl, 10
Na-HEPES, 10 D-glucose, 0.2 Cs-EGTA, 0.3 GTP, 2 Mg-ATP, 0.2 cAMP,
with 0.15% biocytin; 280 –290 mOsm, pH 7.3). Rhodamine (0.1– 0.4%)
was included in the internal solution for GFP � cell recordings. All volt-
ages reported in the text are corrected for a liquid junction potential of
�10 mV between our internal and external solutions.

Recordings were obtained via an Axopatch 1D amplifier. Signals were
Bessel filtered at 2 kHz, digitized, and sampled at intervals of 20 – 450 �s
(2.2–50 kHz) according to the individual protocols. Compensation for
fast capacitance in cell-attached mode was �80% (12–13pF, 3–5 �s); we
also compensated for membrane capacitance (Cm), but not series resis-
tance (Rs), after rupture. With Cm compensation inactivated, values of Rs

and membrane resistance (Rm) were estimated using peak and steady-
state currents, respectively, observed in response to a 5 mV membrane
step. Any experiments in which Rs changed by �20% were discarded
from our analyses.

Adult-born cells were identified by either double-labeling with both
GFP and rhodamine during recording, or the presence of GFP in the tip
of the patch pipette after membrane rupture. GFP-targeted recordings

that did not meet either of these criteria were
discarded from our analyses. Synaptic re-
sponses were evoked by using a small monopo-
lar stimulating glass pipette (3– 4 �m tip
diameter, pulled from 1.5 mm OD, 1.17 mm
ID borosilicate glass, and filled with ACSF),
finely positioned in the external plexiform
layer (EPL) using a micromanipulator. Synap-
tic currents were analyzed with Elphy software.

Image analysis and quantification. Images
were acquired on a Leica SP5 confocal system.
z-Series stacks of confocal images were ac-
quired at 1024 � 1024 pixel resolution, with a
pinhole setting of one Airy unit and optimal
settings for gain and offset. For double immu-
nolabeling quantifications, images were taken
with a 63�/1.4 numerical aperture (N.A.)
Plan-Apochromat, an argon laser at an excita-
tion wavelength of 488 nm, and a diode 561
nm. The percentage of GFP-positive GCs that
expressed FMRP was obtained by analyzing the
colocalization in all the optical plans contain-
ing the cell body and with the help of the x–z
and y–z orthogonal projections. Lateral and

z-axis resolutions were 240 and 500 nm, respectively. For analysis of
spine maturity, GFP-positive spines that expressed PSD95 were analyzed
as previously described, but lateral and z-axis resolutions were 80 and 250
nm, respectively. Pictures of apical dendrites and their arborizations were
taken with a 40�/1.25 N.A Plan-Apochromat. Lateral and z-axis resolu-
tions were 380 nm and 1 �m, respectively. Dendritic spine images were
taken with a 63� objective, with lateral and z-axis resolutions of 80–120 and
155 nm, respectively.

Images were deconvoluted using a maximum likelihood estimation
method after calculation of the theoretical point spread function (Huy-
gens, Scientific Volume Imaging). Dendritic processes and dendritic
spines were then analyzed using NeuronStudio software (Rodriguez et
al., 2008). This software allows for automated detection of three-
dimensional (3D) neuronal morphology (dendrites and spines) from
confocal z-series stacks on a spatial scale. Because spine lengths were
challenging for the automated detection in our model, spine identities
were manually verified with the help of the 3D reconstruction. Moreover,
spine neck lengths were also manually measured in the 3D using the
measurement tool.

Statistical analysis. Morphological data (spine density, spine length,
and dendritic length) were compared between ShNeg/shFMR1, wild type
(WT)/KO, and control/Cre animals using an unpaired-Student’s t test.
Validation of the shFMR1 lentiviruses was conducted using an unpaired-
Student’s t test. Spine distributions of shNeg/ShFMR1 neurons were
compared using a � 2 test. Time-course analysis of shNeg and shFMR1
groups was assessed by a one-way (age) ANOVA, followed by Schef-
fé’s post hoc test analysis. Electrophysiological data were compared
between shNeg and shFMR1 groups using the nonparametric Mann–
Whitney U test.

Results
Fmrp is expressed in newborn granule cells of the adult
olfactory bulb
GCs of the OB are constantly renewed throughout adulthood.
They are produced in the SVZ of the lateral ventricle, 2 mm away
from their site of integration. This segregation allows for the
genetic manipulation of progenitors and/or newly produced
young neurons by viral injection into the SVZ and later on for
following their differentiation in the OB circuits (Fig. 1A). GCs
are GABAergic interneurons, which have no axons but display a
long apical dendrite (Fig. 1B). This dendrite arborizes in the
external EPL and displays numerous spines, which form dendro-
dendritic synapses with mitral cells, the OB principal neurons
(Lledo and Saghatelyan, 2005). Immunocytochemical staining

Figure 1. Adult-born granule cells of the olfactory bulb express Fmrp. A, Scheme of a sagittal section of the mouse forebrain. The
SVZ of the lateral ventricle (LV) continuously produces new neurons, which migrate along the RMS and differentiate as interneu-
rons in the OB. Subpopulations of young neurons can be genetically manipulated through stereotaxic injections of viruses into the
SVZ. B, Example of newly generated GCs in the OB, 21 dpi of a GFP-expressing lentivirus into the SVZ. Immunostaining for Fmrp
(red) shows its ubiquitous expression in the granular cell layer (GCL), mitral cell layer (MCL), and dendrites of the EPL. The
GFP-labeled newborn GC displays the characteristic morphology of these neurons, with a cell body in the GCL, basal dendrites, and
a long apical primary dendrite, which arborizes in the EPL. The apical dendritic tree has numerous spines (arrowheads), which form
dendrodendritic reciprocal synapses with mitral cells. Scale bar, 25 �m. C, A newly born 21 dpi GFP-positive GC is Fmrp immuno-
reactive; Fmrp is localized both in its cell body and apical dendrite (arrowheads). Scale bar, 10 �m.
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shows that Fmrp is expressed in the OB (Fig. 1B) and in particu-
lar in GCs, including newly produced GCs, as labeled by a GFP-
expressing lentivirus injection into the SVZ (Fig. 1B,C). Fmrp is
present in the cell bodies and dendrites of GFP-expressing GCs
(Fig. 1C).

Newborn GCs in Fmr1 KO mice display increased
spine density
To determine whether FMRP plays a role in the differentiation of
these adult-born cells, we first injected a GFP-expressing lentivi-

rus into the SVZ of Fmr1 KO mice. At 21 dpi, a stage when
newborn GCs display intense spinogenesis, we measured the den-
sity and length of the spines seen in the EPL (Fig. 2A–D). We
categorize as “spines” all protrusions with or without a clearly
visible head, thus including filopodia. The spine density was 26%
greater in KO mice than in WT (Fig. 2E) (unpaired Student’s t
test, p 	 0.05, n 
 10 dendrites). This result is similar to that
described for neurons in other regions of the Fmr1 KO mouse
(Comery et al., 1997; Galvez and Greenough, 2005; McKinney et
al., 2005). By contrast, the spine length of new GCs was un-
changed (n 
 302 and 368 spines for WT and KO mice respec-
tively, counted from 10 dendritic segments from different
neurons) (Fig. 2F). Interestingly, the percentage of filopodia, de-
fined as a protrusion without a visible head, was equally low in
both conditions (	2% in both genotypes, data not shown). We
also measured the length of both primary dendrite and dendritic
tree of newborn GCs and found no difference between WT and
KO mice (Fig. 2G,H) (n 
 10 neurons).

Figure 2. Morphology of newborn GCs in FMR1 KO mice. The SVZ of WT or Fmr1 KO mice was
injected with a GFP-expressing virus, and the morphology of GFP-positive GCs was analyzed in
the OB, 21 d later. A, B, Confocal acquisition of dendritic trees of newborn GCs in the EPL of WT
(A) and KO (B) mice. Scale bars, 10 �m. C, D, Higher magnifications showing WT (C) and KO (D)
dendritic segments with numerous spines. Scale bars, 5 �m. E, Mean spine density of newborn
GCs in WT and KO mice. The spine density is significantly higher in KO GCs (t test, *p 	 0.05, n 

10 dendrites). F, Mean spine length of newborn GCs in WT and KO mice (n 
 302 and 368 spines
for WT and KO mice respectively, spines were counted from 10 dendritic segments from differ-
ent neurons). G, Mean primary dendrite length of newborn GCs in WT and KO mice (n 
 10
neurons). H, Mean dendritic tree length of newborn GCs in WT and KO mice (n 
 10 neurons).
Errors bars, SEM.

Figure 3. Spine morphology of Fmr1 mutated newborn GCs differentiating in a wild-type
network. The SVZ of mice was injected with a lentivirus-expressing GFP and an shRNA directed
against Fmr1 (shFMR1) or a control shRNA (shNeg). The spine density and morphology of GFP-
positive GCs were analyzed in the EPL, 21 d later. A, B, Confocal images showing EPL dendritic
segments of shNeg (A) and shFMR1 (B) newborn GCs. Scale bars, 5 �m. C, Mean spine density
of shNeg and shFMR1 newborn GCs. The spine density is significantly higher in shFMR1 neurons
(t test, *p 	 0.05, n 
 10 dendrites). D, Mean spine length of shNeg and shFMR1 newborn GCs.
The spine length is significantly higher in shFMR1 neurons (t test, *p 	 0.05, n 
 335 and 402
spines for shNeg and ShFMR1 neurons respectively, spines were counted from 10 dendritic
segments from different neurons). E, Distribution of spine lengths in shNeg and shFMR1 new-
born GCs. The distribution of spine lengths is significantly different between both genotypes
(� 2 test, *p 	 0.0001). Errors bars, SEM.
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Fmr1-mutated GCs differentiating in a wild-type network
display an increased density of lengthened spines
The stability of GC spine morphology was unexpected and we
reasoned that the phenotype should be more pronounced upon
integration of mutated neurons in a wild-type network. We thus
cell-autonomously mutated Fmr1 by RNA interference. We pro-
duced lentiviruses expressing a shRNA directed against Fmr1
(shFMR1) or a control shRNA (shNeg) as well as the GFP, and
injected them into the SVZ. In vitro and in vivo characterization
of the shRNA-expressing lentiviruses demonstrated their effi-
ciency in downregulating Fmr1 (supplemental Fig. 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Analysis of 21 dpi
GCs showed that, indeed, the cell-autonomous mutation trig-
gered stronger morphological changes than the ones observed in
KO mice (Fig. 3A,B). Similar to Fmr1 KO mice, the spine density
was increased by 29% in shFMR1 neurons, as compared with
shNeg neurons (Fig. 3C) (unpaired Student’s t test, p 	 0.05, n 

10 dendrites). However, in sharp contrast to the observations
made in KO mice, the mean spine length was also increased by
53% in shFMR1 neurons (Fig. 3D) (unpaired Student’s t test, p 	
0.05, n 
 335 and 402 spines for shNeg and ShFMR1 neurons
respectively, counted from 10 dendritic segments from different
neurons). Moreover, the distribution of spine lengths differed
significantly between shNeg and shFMR1 neurons (Fig. 3E) (� 2

test, p 	 0.0001), with shFMR1 neurons having fewer short
spines (	2 �m) and more long spines. The shFMR1 spines oc-

casionally reached extreme lengths rang-
ing from 6 to 12 �m, lengths that were
rarely encountered in shNeg neurons
(shNeg: 2.18 � 1% of 270 spines;
shFMR1: 13.75 � 2.01% of 297 spines,
p 	 0.0001). Notably, there was no differ-
ence in the percentage of filopodia be-
tween shNeg and shFMR1 conditions
(shNeg: 10.57 � 1.8%; shFMR1: 10.9 �
1.27%, n 
 270 and 297 protrusions in
shNeg and shFMR1 conditions, respec-
tively). We verified the specificity of the
shRNA-induced phenotype by mutating
Fmr1 through an independent approach
in which we injected a Cre-expressing vi-
rus into the SVZ of a floxed Fmr1 mouse
(Mientjes et al., 2006). The density and
length of spines from recombined new-
born GCs were indeed increased similar to
that seen with the shRNA approach (sup-
plemental Fig. 2, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

The supernumerary spines in mutated
GCs receive functional
glutamatergic inputs
Long and thin spines are often considered
to be immature (Irwin et al., 2000). We
thus assessed the synaptic maturity of the
mutated spines using immunohistochemis-
try for PSD95, a marker of the postsynap-
tic density, and indicative of a functional
glutamatergic synapse (Fig. 4A–C). Inter-
estingly, we found a similar proportion of
PSD95-immunoreactive GFP spines in
both genotypes (shNeg: 54.75 � 3.25%;
shFMR1: 51.5 � 0.5%; n 
 200 spines

from 2 animals for both genotypes) (Fig. 4D). This suggested that
the mutated spines displayed a correct functional maturation
despite their abnormal morphology. To verify this, we performed
an immunoelectron microscopy analysis using immunogold
preembedding labeling of the GFP in shFMR1 neurons. We
clearly saw that labeled GC spines in the EPL formed reciprocal
dendrodendritic synapses with mitral cells. The morphological
characteristics of these synapses, including the membrane spe-
cializations and polarized distributions of vesicles, were consis-
tent with those previously described for adult-born GCs
(Whitman and Greer, 2007) (Fig. 4E; supplemental Fig. 3, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This con-
firmed that the loss of Fmrp did not prevent synapse formation.

To further test the hypothesis that the shFMR1 GC spines
could establish functional connections, we performed an electro-
physiological analysis of mutated neurons, using whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings of adult-born GCs in acute OB slices. We
first compared the membrane properties of shNeg and shFMR1
cells. Input membrane resistance and amplitude of voltage-
dependent Na� channels were not different between both geno-
types (supplemental Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). However, membrane capacitances were
significantly higher in shFMR1 cells, consistent with the increase
of spine density and length. We then examined the synaptic inte-
gration of the cells by recording their synaptic glutamatergic in-
puts. Spontaneous EPSCs (sEPSCs) (Fig. 5A) and synaptic

Figure 4. Synaptic maturity of mutated spines using morphological criteria. The SVZ of mice was injected with shFMR1 or shNeg
lentiviruses, and the synaptic maturity of GFP-positive spines in the EPL was analyzed 21 d later. A–C, Confocal microscope images
of a GFP-positive (A) shFMR1 spine (arrows) immunolabeled with PSD95 (B). Scale bar, 2 �m. D, Mean (�/� SEM) percentage of
GFP-positive spines colabeled by PSD95 in shNeg or shFMR1 conditions. E, Electron micrograph showing a dendritic spine, immu-
nostained for GFP with gold particles, from an shFMR1-infected granule cell. It establishes reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses
with mitral cell secondary dendrites in the external plexiform layer. The polarity of the asymmetrical synapse from the mitral cell
dendrite (MCd) is indicated with a black arrow and that of the reciprocal symmetrical synapse from the labeled spine (sh �) is
indicated with a white arrow. Note the specificity of the gold label within the granule cell spine. A clathrin-coated vesicle is seen to
the lower left of the white arrow in the labeled spine, consistent with the functional release/turnover of vesicles in the spines of
mutated granule cells. The MCd also makes an asymmetrical synapse (black arrow) with a granule cell dendritic spine that is
unlabeled (sh �).
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responses evoked by electrical stimulation
delivered in the EPL (Fig. 5B) were analyzed
in new GCs. Amplitude of spontaneous or
evoked EPSCs were not significantly dif-
ferent between shNeg and shFMR1 cells;
however, the frequency of sEPSCs was
dramatically increased in shFMR1 neu-
rons (shNeg: 0.87 � 0.32 Hz, n 
 10;
shFMR1: 2.38 � 0.46 Hz, n 
 12 neurons;
p 	 0.05 with Mann–Whitney) (Fig.
5A,C). Analysis of the paired-pulse ratios
(PPR) of evoked EPSCs suggested no dif-
ference in the probability of glutamate re-
lease (shNeg: PPR 
 1.36 � 0.13, n 
 7;
shFMR1: PPR 
 1.24 � 0.12, n 
 8 neu-
rons) (Fig. 5B,C). These results strongly
suggest an increase in the number of func-
tional glutamatergic input synapses received
by shFMR1 GCs. Collectively, these mor-
phological and functional data show that
the supernumerary spines produced by mu-
tated neurons at 21 dpi receive functional
glutamatergic inputs, despite their abnor-
mal morphology.

To further challenge the functional inte-
gration of mutated neurons in a wild-type
network, we exposed shRNA-injected ani-
mals to an enriched olfactory environ-
ment consisting of a new odor every day
(Rochefort et al., 2002), thus exposing
mutated neurons to a more active net-
work during their integration. Morpho-
logical analysis of 21 dpi neurons showed
that, whereas the increased olfactory ac-
tivity had no effect on shNeg spine length, it triggered a 22%
lengthening of shFMR1 spines (standard conditions: 3.35 � 0.17
�m, enriched conditions: 4.08 � 0.23 �m, unpaired Student’s t
test, p 	 0.05, n � 300 spines for both genotypes, counted from
10 dendritic segments from different neurons). Because mutated
spines respond to a change in synaptic activity, this suggested
again a functional integration of mutated neurons, accompanied
by an increased sensitivity to activity changes as compared with
control neurons.

Fmrp regulates the rate and level of spine production and
their morphogenesis
We next addressed the time course for the appearance and evo-
lution of the morphological defects of mutated neurons. To be
certain that the mutation did not trigger a delay in the initial
migration or maturation of GCs, we verified the stages of differ-
entiation of 8 dpi neurons and determined that there was no
difference between shNeg and shFMR1 neurons (supplemental
Fig. 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
We thus analyzed morphological defects at 14 dpi when GCs start
to elaborate spines, at 21 dpi as above, and at 28 dpi, when GCs
are fully integrated in the network (Fig. 6A–F).

As shown in Figure 6H, shNeg neurons displayed a progres-
sive increase in spine density between 14 and 28 dpi (n 
 10
dendrites, p 	 0.05, ANOVA followed by Scheffé’s post hoc test)
(Fig. 6A–C,H). By contrast, as early as 14 dpi, shFMR1 spine
density was already maximal, and subsequently did not change
(Fig. 6D–F,H). This suggests that the higher spine densities seen

in shFMR1 neurons might result from an accelerated rate of spine
production.

The length of shNeg spines remained constant between 14 and
28 dpi (n � 300 spines per time point, one-way ANOVA followed
by Scheffé’s test) (Fig. 6 I). shFMR1 spines were longer than
shNeg spines at each time point analyzed (unpaired Student’s t
test, p 	 0.05, n � 300 spines for both genotypes at each time
point, counted from 10 dendritic segments from different neu-
rons) (Fig. 6 I). Their length remained constant overtime and
were at maximum level as soon as 14 dpi. This suggested a dys-
regulated spine morphogenesis in mutated neurons, with a role
for Fmrp in limiting spine overgrowth.

Fmrp is necessary for experience-dependent
dendritic remodeling
Ultimately, we investigated whether Fmrp had cell-autonomous
functions in GCs dendritogenesis. We thus measured the length
of both primary dendrite and dendritic tree of newborn shNeg
and shFMR1 GCs at 21 dpi (Fig. 7A,B,E,F), and observed no
difference between both genotypes. Furthermore, Fmrp has been
proposed to play a role in morphological changes during activity
modification (Irwin et al., 2005; Tessier and Broadie, 2008). Also,
the length and complexity of the dendritic arbor of adult-born
GCs have been reported to be sensitive to olfactory deprivation
(Saghatelyan et al., 2005). We thus performed unilateral naris
closure from the time of lentivirus injection to 21 dpi to investi-
gate whether Fmrp was necessary for the expression of this den-
dritic plasticity. We observed that a sensory deprivation triggered
a 49% reduction of the dendritic tree length in shNeg neurons

Figure 5. Synaptic maturity of mutated spines using electrophysiological criteria. The RMS of mice was injected with shFMR1 or
shNeg lentiviruses, and electrophysiological analysis was performed 14 d later. A, Representative traces of sEPSCs recorded at �70
mV (calibration: 20 ms/10 pA). B, Average traces of evoked EPSCs. A glass electrode was positioned in the EPL and two electrical
stimuli were given with an interval of 50 ms (calibration: 10 ms/10 pA). C, Histograms representing the amplitudes of sEPSCs
(shNeg: 11.61 � 2.03 pA, n 
 10; shFMR1: 13.92 � 2.67 pA, n 
 11; p 
 0.42 with Mann–Whitney), frequencies of sEPSCs
(shNeg: 0.87 � 0.32 Hz, n 
 10; shFMR1: 2.38 � 0.46 Hz, n 
 12; *p 
 0.016 with Mann–Whitney), and evoked paired-pulse
ratio of EPSCs (PPR 
 amplitude S1/amplitude S2; shNeg: PPR 
 1.36 � 0.13, n 
 7; shFMR1: PPR 
 1.24 � 0.12, n 
 8; p 

0.613 with Mann–Whitney). Errors bars, SEM.
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(standard conditions: 587.93 � 138.21 �m, deprived conditions:
298.8 � 72.6 �m, n 
 10 neurons, unpaired Student’s t test, p 	
0.05) (Fig. 7C--F). In contrast, shFMR1 neurons showed no mor-
phological plasticity upon deprivation (standard conditions:
502.1 � 62.2 �m, deprived conditions: 621.2 � 52.6 �m, n 
 10
neurons). This reveals an unexpected function of FMRP in de-
tecting the overall activity of the host circuit to adjust the total
dendritic length of newborn GCs.

Discussion
Here, we have developed, through analysis of the differentiation
of adult-born GCs, an original system to investigate Fmrp cell-
autonomous function in neuronal differentiation. We show that
spine abnormalities induced by Fmrp loss are more pronounced
in a WT network than in KO mice, but that spine defects do not
prevent them from receiving normal glutamatergic synaptic in-
puts. The time-course analysis of the differentiation of GCs
shows that Fmrp regulates the rate and level of early spine pro-
duction as well as morphogenesis. Finally, we report a new role
for Fmrp as a key regulator of experience-dependent dendritic
remodeling.

Methodological considerations
GCs maturation and synaptic integration have been well charac-
terized using morphological and electrophysiological methods
(Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla, 2002; Carleton et al., 2003). As
they integrate into the adult OB network, new GCs display in-
tense spinogenesis and synaptogenesis (Kelsch et al., 2010). This

integration takes place within a relatively short time frame, the
first spines appearing �14 dpi and the maximum density of
spines being reached at 28 dpi (Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla,
2002; Whitman and Greer, 2007). This period also represents a
critical period for the survival of GCs, when they are particularly
susceptible to sensory deprivation (Yamaguchi and Mori, 2005),
and coincides with a time of intense formation of glutamatergic
synapse impinging onto GCs spines (Kelsch et al., 2008). For
these reasons, we have focused the present analysis within this
precise time period.

From a methodological point of view, it is notable that, in our
model, spine length and density of nonmutated newborn GCs
vary according to the genetic backgrounds. In a C57BL/6J inbred
background (Fig. 2; supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material), the spine density of 21
dpi GCs was 	0.5 spine/�m and the spine length �2.5 �m. In a
Swiss outbred background (Figs. 3, 6), spine density at 21 dpi was
�0.6 spine/�m and spine length closer to 2 �m. In addition, the
effects of Fmr1 mutation also appear to be sensitive to the genetic
background (Irwin et al., 2002; Galvez et al., 2005). Consistent
with this notion, the extent of the increase in spine density and
length seen in mutated GCs differs between Swiss (Fig. 3) and
C57BL/6J mice (supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material).

Fmrp and spine architectural defects
We first analyzed 21 dpi GCs morphology in Fmr1 KO mice
(C57BL/6J background). Prior analysis using these mice have

Figure 6. Time-course analysis of the spine defects. The SVZ of mice was injected with shFMR1 or shNeg lentiviruses. The density and morphology of GFP-positive spines in the EPL were analyzed
14, 21, or 28 d later. A–F, Representative confocal images of dendritic segments from shNeg (A–C) or shFMR1 (D–F ) GCs at 14 dpi (A, D), 21 dpi (B, E), and 28 dpi (C, F ). Scale bar, 5 �m. G,
Three-dimensional reconstruction of a confocal stack by the software NeuronStudio, showing an extremely abnormal 28 dpi-mutated spine with one neck and six heads. H, Mean spine density of
shNeg and shFMR1 newborn GCs at 14, 21, and 28 dpi. (n 
 10 dendrites, *p 	 0.05, ANOVA followed by Scheffé’s post hoc test). I, Mean spine length of shNeg and shFMR1 newborn GCs at 14, 21,
and 28 dpi (n � 300 spines per time point, *p 	 0.0001, ANOVA followed by Scheffé’s post hoc test, spines were counted from 10 dendritic segments from different neurons). Errors bars, SEM.
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largely confirmed the spine phenotype observed in the neocortex
of FXS patients (Rudelli et al., 1985; Hinton et al., 1991;
Wisniewski et al., 1991; Irwin et al., 2001), with an increased
density of longer spines in adult neocortical neurons (Comery et
al., 1997; Galvez and Greenough, 2005; McKinney et al., 2005).
Newborn 21 dpi GCs in the OB of Fmr1 KO mice similarly dis-
played an increased density of spines, but these spines were of
normal length. Obvious differences exist between GCs of the OB
and neocortical pyramidal neurons, in addition to the fact that
GCs are constantly replaced throughout adulthood and axonless
neurons. Notably, GCs spines in the EPL differ from pyramidal
neurons spines, in that they form very special reciprocal dendro-
dendritic synapses with mitral cells and are thus at the same time
presynaptic and postsynaptic compartments. It is thus possible
that the Fmrp mRNA targets potentially involved in their pro-

duction, maturation, and stabilization are different from those in
pyramidal neurons spines.

We next developed a strategy to mutate newborn GCs by RNA
interference, which allowed us to analyze the differentiation of
mutated neurons in a WT network (Swiss background). This
approach is very similar to the MARCM (mosaic analysis with
repressible cell marker) technique, which was used to cell-
autonomously mutate drosophila Fmrp in isolated mushroom
body neurons, and showed that mutated neurons exhibit in-
creased axonal growth and overbranching (Pan et al., 2004). We
found that the morphological defects of the mutation were stron-
ger for 21 dpi GCs in a WT network than in the KO, with a
lengthening of spines in addition to their increased density. This
suggests that functional activity within the network influences the
morphological defects of mutated spines. Accordingly, we ob-
served that mutated shFMR1 neurons of mice raised in an en-
riched olfactory environment displayed an even greater spine
lengthening, suggesting that lengthening could be a response to
increased levels of synaptic activity.

Our analysis also clearly shows that Fmrp cell-autonomously
regulates spine architecture. shFMR1 spines reach maximum
length as soon as 14 dpi, suggesting that Fmrp is inhibitory to
structural spine changes and is necessary to limit their growth.
shFMR1 spines sometimes displayed spectacular structural de-
fects with an extreme length �10 �m and spines comprising one
neck and up to six heads (Fig. 6G). Spine growth and morpho-
genesis have been linked to regulation of spine actin cytoskeleton
(Zito et al., 2004). These extreme abnormalities are thus evocative
of actin misregulation, as described in drosophila-mutated neu-
rons (Lee et al., 2003; Schenck et al., 2003; Reeve et al., 2005), the
putative mRNA targets being Rac1 (Lee et al., 2003; Castets et al.,
2005) and profilin (Lee et al., 2003; Reeve et al., 2005). Other
mRNAs encoding some of the scaffolding proteins of the
postsynaptic density could also be involved in these spine archi-
tectural defects, such as PSD95 (Todd et al., 2003; Zalfa et al.,
2003; Muddashetty et al., 2007), Shank1 (Schütt et al., 2009), and
Sapap3/4 (Brown et al., 2001; Kindler et al., 2004; Narayanan et
al., 2007; Dictenberg et al., 2008).

Fmrp and synaptogenesis
We were particularly interested in the maturity of supernu-
merary lengthened spines. Because of their resemblance to
filopodia, long thin spines are often considered as immature
and thus not synaptically integrated (Comery et al., 1997; Ir-
win et al., 2000; Galvez and Greenough, 2005). This has led to
the assumption that some FXS defects could be consecutive to
a deficit of spine maturation and integration. Indeed, a failure
in the transition from filopodia to spines in Fmr1 neurons has
recently been reported in layer 2/3 somatosensory pyramidal
neurons (Cruz-Martín et al., 2010). In our model system, if we
define a filopodium as a protrusion without a detectable head,
the percentage of filopodia that we observed in KO/ WT mice
as well as in shNeg/shFMR1 neurons is low and of similar level
in mutated or nonmutated neurons. However, it has been
suggested that morphological criteria alone might not be suf-
ficient to distinguish filopodia from spines (Cruz-Martín et
al., 2010). We thus turned to more objective criteria of matu-
rity through PSD95 immunolabeling and found that 21 dpi
shFMR1 GCs displayed similar postsynaptic maturation as
shNeg GCs. This was confirmed by electron microscopic anal-
ysis of the mutated spines, in which typical membrane special-
izations and vesicle distributions were found in reciprocal
dendrodendritic synapses involving shFMR1 GC spines.

Figure 7. Cell-autonomous effects induced by Fmrp loss on the dendritogenesis of GCs. The
SVZ of mice was injected with shFMR1 or shNeg lentiviruses. The mice were subsequently raised
in a standard or deprived olfactory environment. Dendritic morphology was analyzed at 21 dpi.
A–D, Representative confocal images of the dendritic trees of shNeg (A, C) or shFMR1 (B, D) GCs
of mice raised in a standard (A, B) or deprived (C, D) olfactory environment. Scale bar, 10 �m.
E, Mean primary dendrite length of shFMR1 or shNeg neurons (n 
 10 neurons). F, Mean
dendritic tree length of shFMR1 or shNeg neurons (*p 	 0.05, t test, n 
 10 neurons). Errors
bars, SEM.
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Moreover, electrophysiological analysis of shFMR1 GCs
showed an increase in the frequency of spontaneous EPSCs
without a change in PPR, as compared with shNeg neurons.
This likely reflects an increased number of functional gluta-
matergic inputs on the long supernumerary spines. Similarly,
developing hippocampal Fmr1 KO neurons in culture display
an increased number of PSD95-immunoreactive synapses
(Pfeiffer and Huber, 2007). Therefore, loss of Fmrp and pro-
duction of abnormally long spines do not prevent postsynap-
tic maturation. It would thus be interesting to directly test the
maturity of immature-looking spines through immunohisto-
chemistry in FXS patients, and to investigate whether an in-
creased number of glutamatergic synapses could account for
their increased rate of epilepsy.

FMRP and spine production
Although the increase in numbers and lengths of spines in Fmr1
KO mice and FXS patients has been widely documented, few
studies have dealt with the differentiation defects leading to this
phenotype (Nimchinsky et al., 2001; Galvez and Greenough,
2005; Cruz-Martín et al., 2010). The adult differentiation of GCs
offers an effective model to address the developmental correlates
of the FXS phenotype. Because Fmrp has recently been involved
in regulating neural stem cells proliferation (Callan et al., 2010;
Luo et al., 2010), we first tested whether the production and early
maturation of young 8 dpi GCs was not altered after induction of
Fmr1 mutation in the SVZ (supplemental Fig. 4, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). We then analyzed
the spine phenotype of 14, 21, and 28 dpi GCs and saw that 14 dpi
shFMR1 GCs, upon initiating spinogenesis, immediately reach
maximum levels of spine density with an excessive length. A dif-
ference in spine density between control and mutated neurons
was thus not visible anymore at 28 dpi, when control neurons
reached the same plateau. This is very reminiscent of the transient
spine phenotype seen in layer 5 neurons of the somatosensory
cortex of Fmr1 KO mice, visible at 1 week but not 3 weeks later
(Nimchinsky et al., 2001). Together with our data, this suggests
that Fmrp might regulate the early rate and level of spine produc-
tion. Galvez and Greenough (2005) confirmed the lack of pheno-
type of 4-week-old layer 5 neurons but reported the reappearance
of a spine phenotype in the adult, suggesting a later role for Fmrp
in spine pruning and maturation. This role in spine elimination
has been recently confirmed (Pfeiffer et al., 2010).

FMRP and dendritogenesis
Much of the evidence for a role for Fmrp in neurite pruning
comes from observations made in the drosophila, as dFmrp-
null flies exhibit an overgrowth of axons and dendrites (Zhang
et al., 2001; Morales et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2003; Pan et al.,
2004). This alteration is thought to be due to loss of transla-
tional suppression of cytoskeleton regulators, either of actin
filaments, as mentioned above, or of microtubules, through
Map1B/Futsch (Zhang et al., 2001). Dendritic arborization
defects have also occasionally been observed in the KO mice
(Galvez et al., 2003; Galvez et al., 2005). We did not observe
any alteration of dendritic architecture of newborn GCs, nei-
ther in the KO context nor in shFMR1 neurons. However,
mutated neurons were incapable of reducing the length of
their dendritic tree upon olfactory deprivation. This is very
interesting as dFmrp plays a role in activity-dependent axon
pruning (Tessier and Broadie, 2008), and as Fmr1 KO mice
display deficits in neocortical plasticity in response to sensory
deprivation (Dölen et al., 2007; Bureau et al., 2008).

Our work has allowed a precise dissection of the early defects
induced by cell-autonomous loss of Fmrp in adult-born GCs. We
show that abnormal immature-like spines can synaptically inte-
grate in a wild-type network. As Fmrp is involved in the regula-
tion of synaptic plasticity (Bear et al., 2004; Bassell and Warren,
2008), it would be interesting to test the effects of Fmrp loss on a
form of plasticity of GCs that we have previously described (Nis-
sant et al., 2009). We show new functions for Fmrp as a regulator
of early spine production and as a mediator of activity-dependent
dendritic remodeling. Better knowledge of the multiple functions
of Fmrp in controlling neuronal architecture is essential for a
better understanding of FXS.
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